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The Big All & The Exclusive Few
THE MACROCOSM
The first solar system...embodied......the "I am" principle.
The second solar system..is embodying..the "I am that" principle.
THE MICROCOSM
The first manifestation, the Personality, embodies the "I am" principle.
The second manifestation, the Ego, is embodying the "I am that" principle
A Treatise On Cosmic Fire P. 245

C

onsidering this macro/micro Plan,
and looking at the current conditions
on Planet Earth it does appear that
there is something going on here that is
seriously out of whack.

engaged in lying to, stealing from, and or
otherwise manipulating each other--we
have fought countless bloody wars, killing,
conquering, and enslaving each other. All
of this went and goes on under banners of
various sorts proclaiming the Truth, that All
is One, including, of course, the One
Humanity.

The Big All
We, that is Humanity, have been assured
by the Ageless Wisdom and countless
ancient and modern Teachers that "All is
One." We have and do assert this
statement as Divine Truth in thousands of
weighty, sacred, and profound tomes. We
have and do pay homage to, and make
pilgrimages around the tallest mountains,
cross the widest oceans and, crawl, on our
hands and knees, across burning deserts
in the name of this truth. Literally forever,
in an unending stream of theological
dogma and dogmatics, philosophical
treatises,
constitutions,
dissertations,
disquisitions,
monographs,
tragedies,
comedies, operas, symphonies, poems,
novels, and recently movies, in virtually
every language ever known to us, we have
proclaimed that "All is One", and other like
expressions are essential facts of Cosmos,
let alone this Solar System and this Planet,
Earth.

Friends, something is really weird here. All
may be One, but we are still not getting it.
Presently, in spite of the ageless and
endless blizzard of assurances that all life
is inter-connected and, what is more,
Divine, it is quite obvious that the majority
of us are still simply unconscious and not
able to get it. And a small, but powerful
minority think and proclaim, in the way they
live and act, that this wisdom is naive nonsense.

The Exclusive Few
The attitude of this really tiny minority
towards 7 billion of us now living on the
planet is that the "All is One" stuff is O.K.,
fine for the lesser classes. However, this
quaint notion is certainly not a
consideration for the tiny minority of
exclusive
individuals
who
have
appropriated and now "own" or control
around 90% of the Common Wealth, and
pretty much run the place.

Simultaneously, between the times we call
peace--during which we are simply
1
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All of these marvels were fostered and built
through the use of intelligence. Intelligence
also propounded the major premises or
guiding
principles
which
dominate,
motivate and guide the use of our
intelligence in the creation of these
marvels.

So, how did we arrive at this juncture of the
Path? We are supposed to be
intelligent!

Well, we are intelligent. Intelligence is an
obvious and essential ingredient of Life as
it manifests on this planet. The very Planet
is in fact intelligent. Look at any aspect of
For the majority who do not seem to be
the Earth's manifestation: the structures of
aware of much of anything beyond their
atoms, and the elements of the mineral
immediate comfort zones, these controlling
kingdom, the beauty, intricacy and diversity
principles are the concepts of separation,
of the plant and animal kingdoms, the
competition, and the accumulation of
diversity, complexity and intelligence of the
power through the
human body, the
The
controlling
principles
are
the
ownership
of
complexity and
material wealth or
beauty of the concepts of separation, competition,
property of some
psychic harmony and the accumulation of power
kind. We have
of how all of through the ownership of material
been assured over
these forms and wealth or property of some kind.
and over again
bodies relate to
that these guiding principles have been
the higher dimensions of Reality.
arrived at through rigorous intelligent
The planet really is an intelligently
analysis and decision. These premises
manifested unified whole system. This is
were, and very largely continue to be,
what intelligence looks like. This is how
impressed upon us, in each of our
intelligence creates when guided by Love.
separate nations, by the controlling few for
What's more, intelligence is, in Beauty and
whom the notion of a unified whole
Harmony, Cosmically present.
humanity and world is "pie in the sky."
It is obvious that, being part of the planet,
we too are intelligent. And Humanity has
generated or "created" intelligent forms on
the planet. We can, for example, point to
the "wonders" of the ancient worlds as well
as to the marvels of our modern cities, and
our transportation systems. We can extol
the high "standards of living" that our
health, educational, commerce, and
agricultural systems have provided for
some of our brothers and sisters, among
numerous other achievements.

These premises are the operational corner
stones for what constitutes truth, beauty,
justice, personal worth, and value in most
of the world. And they are mainly the
products of humanity's intellectual analysis
of how the planet works and what living is
about. These intelligently determined
cornerstones make it easy for us to ignore
the millions of our brothers and sisters who
are dropping dead every day from
starvation, disease, exposure, and war
while millions of others are slipping into
useless discouragement and despair.
Thus, the premises which drive our
2
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stuff, and deny our liberty. Again, there is
something basically wrong with this
picture. The only conclusion that can be
drawn from these facts is that either a very
large portion of Humanity is simply
ignorant or unconscious and is not able to
understand the reality of unified wholes; or
else we are basically insane.

civilizations are in fact a veil used to give
an apparent logic and justice to them, and
to the basic rightness of our actions.

Since the beginning, in the very midst of
proclaiming that "All is One" but motivated
by the above premises of justification,
which are absolutely contrary to the
proclamation that All is One, we have
Our Path in this Second Solar System is to
been, apparently unconsciously, engaged
"lead from the darkness to the Light, from
in uncountable, carefully thought out,
the unreal to the
planned
and
Real and from
executed
We, that is Humanity, have either been
death
to
programs to kill, unconsciously and, sort of like the
Immortality."
not only each
lemmings, blindly following a process
Well, darkness,
other but the
unreality
and
very
planet that will lead to mass destruction, or we
upon which we are engaged in an insane, global suicide death come in
lots of different
live.
Consider plot.
sizes,
shapes
for a moment
just how most of our discoveries in science
and colors.
have been applied: Rather than serving the
Intelligently Irrational
Common Good, and General Welfare, they
Our predominant and controlling mental
are manipulated to enable the "haves and
predisposition, while highly intelligent, is
have mores", the minions of retrogression,
basically irrational. It does not enable us to
without so much as a thought about the
anticipate and judge the result which the
health and welfare of the Planet or the
chain of cause and effect to which we are
people, to gain ever more wealth. And if
and have always been attached will
one needs more "evidence," one only
inevitably lead. Over the eons we have
needs to look at how these scientific
habitually and consistently continued to do
advances have been intelligently adapted
things, take actions, engage in activities,
to the design and production of highly
and base our programs and institutions on
efficient weapons for killing one person at
premises that are wrong at their base and
a time or wiping out entire cities at a
will destroy us, if not the whole Planet. We,
stroke.
that is Humanity, have either been
Realize the irony of this. All of these clever
unconsciously and, sort of like the
weapons were intelligently designed by all
lemmings, blindly following a process that
of us to defend and protect ourselves from
will lead to mass destruction, or we are
all of our other selves whom we know-engaged in an insane, global suicide plot.
because they are motivated by the same
The root of this problem seems to be our
forces that motivate us--for absolute
ancient hang-up on and identification with
certain that they want to do us in, take our
3
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Intelligence, was brought to its highest
point of development in the first Solar
system. "For the first solar system, the
third ray [of active Intelligence] was the
synthetic ray...." Esoteric Psychology 1 P.88
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Heaven of Hell, a Hell of Heaven". It is
now, just as it was then, our ignorant and
arrogant (One wonders, can arrogance be
anything other than ignorant?) use of
intelligence to determine and set values
that is killing us.

We exhibit all the symptoms of an
Actually, as we can easily see by looking
addiction to the use of and reliance on
at our own planet, intelligence is the
intelligence to guide our actions. For
manifesting, nurturing sustaining energy of
example, our science works on the
cosmos. Intelligence is an energy that
builds exquisitely functioning forms. "The
concept of induction. It basically denies the
reality of the more subtle dimensions of
first solar system embodied the "I Am"
principle. The first manifestation, the
Cosmos. Thus, being boxed in by this
Personality, embodies the "I am" principle."
narrow minded focus, we are cut off from
Treatise On Cosmic Fire p.245
Reality. We insist on having dense
physical "proof" of everything; therefore,
It is our addiction or fixation
huge living Principles of
on intelligence that is used
"As
a
man
thinketh
in
Cosmic Physics are
to manipulate our decision
ignored as non-sense or the heart, so is he."
making
processes.
To
unverifiable idealism.
understand this, it is necessary to make a
clear cut discrimination between rationality
Students of the Wisdom will recall the
and intelligence. That the rational always
decision of the Arrogant Few at the close
manifests through intelligence, is true.
of the first System who, "so conditioned by
That what is manifested through
the material principles," chose to retain the
intelligence is always rational, is not
power of the intellect that had been
true.
developed to its highest possible point and
refused to go forward into a new dimension
However, intelligence is not an energy that
of Life. A "planned distortion of the divine
discriminates between the Good of the
will was intelligently created by them." The
Whole and the not good, between Justice
Rays And The Initiations P.350-351
and crime, between Freedom and slavery.
This is that same arrogance, born of our
Intelligence does not consider the value or
hubris regarding our intelligence, that
morality of how the forms which it will be
today blows off the Ageless Wisdom as
used to create will be used. Such
naive non-sense and turns a blind eye to
consideration is a function of rationality. It
the easily observable and documentable
is a function, not of the intellect but of the
heart. The ancient comment is, "As a man
fact that All actually is One.
thinketh in the heart, so is he." Master M.
I am haunted by shades of John Milton's
cautions us to listen with all three ears, the
Paradise Lost where, after being defeated,
heart being the third ear.
Satan arrogantly proclaims "The mind is its
own place, and in itself/ Can make a
4
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the Ego or Soul embodying the "I Am That
I know that it is not easy for us to
understand that it is the heart that thinks
Principle." Treatise On Cosmic Fire p.245
rather than the mind. The mind divides,
Intelligence is all about the building, the
categorizes, organizes and builds. It
manifestation, the birth, modification, and
processes data and creates forms. This is
adaptation of forms. Evolution is not about
"not thinking." It is data processing, at
the modifications of form; it is about the
instant speeds, but still data processing.
expansion of Consciousness.
Being "mindful" is not a guarantee that one
will be rational or
Consciousness expands through As Consciousness
heartful!
it
a Cosmic communication system expands
a
The
Cosmic of magnetic radiant Heart Centers encompasses
greater
awareness
progression
from into the Synthesis that is.
and understanding
thinking into form is
of
its
Purpose,
Soul, mind, brain. In a word, intelligence is
location
and
position
in
Cosmos.
It directs
simply not rational. It does not do
intelligence to build the forms it needs to
rationality. Intelligence produces and
manifest that state in the three dense
endeavors to sustain beautifully effective
worlds. The expansion of consciousness is
highly functional forms of whatever it is
a rational chain of cause and effect. It
directed to build from a machine gun to a
proceeds through a process of inclusive
rose. We cannot build a functioning
recognition and sustainable manifestation
sustainable planet by using intelligence to
of continually larger wholes.
determine the basic principles which the
form of the planet will embody. Only the
Each new understanding, each expansion
heart, or the Soul, or the Spirit can show
is a revelation generated by the
the way into the future, which, by the way,
increasing Light that the tension of
for humanity and this planet is a place, not
inexhaustible striving or Love attracts
in time like an Age, but in consciousness.
from the Intention of the Cosmic
Magnet. Consciousness expands through
Divine Intelligence
a Cosmic communication system of
This Solar System came into manifestation
magnetic radiant Heart Centers into the
through the use of Divine Intelligence. In
Synthesis that is. Each new revelation is
the Physics of Energy, Divine Intelligence
eventually made manifest or birthed into
is identified as the Third Cosmic Ray of
form through the Cosmic Mother or
Aspect, the Ray of Good Will, the Ray of
Intelligence.
the Divine Mother. However, Intelligence
was not the Ray that provided the Purpose
of the System or of this planet. In this
system that would be the Second Ray of
Aspect or Love Wisdom. This System and
this Planet will embody the "I AM That"
Principle. The second manifestation will be

Basically, we have been working to move
out of the "planned distortion", the
darkness, unreality, and death, generated
by the Retrogressors from the beginning.
The total and exclusive focus of
consciousness on the physical plane as
5
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of Intellect to create modifications of form
which are consciously planned to go
against evolution, against harmony and
beauty is what lies at the bottom of the
insanity which I have been documenting.

the only reality, and the premises of
separation, competition, and the amassing
of power though the acquisition and
ownership of property are the foundations
of that distortion. These foundations create
conditions in which essential Divinity,
harmony, balance, unity, and equality are
not possible.

Intelligence is not the problem. Women are
not vessels of sin or guilty of anything. Men
are not enslavers of women and
perpetrators of the darkness and death
that has stalked our planet from the
beginning. We are all victims of the Great
Lie, that "planned distortion of the divine
will [that] was intelligently created" by
those who refused to move, not into the
"new age," but into the New Dimension of
Love.

On those foundations, one must be
separate from, not equal to. To be
separate from, one is either more than or
less than the other. Thus, the natural
harmony, and beauty of essential Divinity
in the endless diversity of the One Life is
denied.

The
very
This move is the
diversity of Life This move is not transmutation or
move
which
is
used
to transformation. It is the transfiguration
of
Intellect
into
Intuition
which
births
Humanity is now
generate
the
executing. Many
illusory condition Love Wisdom.
are aware of it on
of
constant
various levels. Some call it the "Shift"! This
struggle or war in which the goal is to be
move
is
not
transmutation
or
superior to all others. All of the attitudes of
transformation. It is the transfiguration of
superiority
and
inferiority,
hatreds,
Intellect into Intuition which births Love
xenophobia, all of the wrong human
Wisdom. It is the transfiguration of
relations we know as racism, sexism,
personality into Soul. It is, finally, after a
ageism, and so on, were born in and are
really long wait and a couple of tries, the
nested in these planned distortions.
flowering of the Second Solar System on
Recall that Intelligence is the feminine or
Planet Earth.
receptive birthing aspect of the creative
As it was destined from the beginning to
cycle. It is the Third Aspect, the receptive
be, the heart-focused and guided use of
or negative pole of the Cosmic magnet.
intelligence to build sane institutions that
Will to Good, or Divine Intention, the First
foster and support the Common Good and
Aspect, moves through the Will to Love,
the General Welfare is gaining space in
the Second Aspect, into Goodwill or the
consciousness. Some of the most obvious
will to manifest. Intelligence is what we call
examples of these gains in recent history
the Mother Aspect.
were the December 1865 ratification of the
The systematic destruction and domination
Thirteenth Amendment which made
of the feminine principle by the wrong use
slavery illegal everywhere in the U.S., the
6
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actually know next to nothing about
intelligence. Arrogance is ignorance.

ratification by a sufficient number of states
in 1920 of the Nineteenth Amendment,
which gave all women the vote, the
founding of the United Nations in 1945,
and the United Nations Convention on the
Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination
against Women in 1979.

So, the best is yet to come, but it is finally
and definitely on its way. We need only
remember
that
each
new
understanding, each expansion of
consciousness
is
a
revelation
generated by the increasing Light that
the tension of inexhaustible striving or
Love attracts from the Intention of the
Cosmic Magnet.

This establishing of right human relations,
of bringing balance and sanity into our
creative processes is our Salvation. And,
Friends, as we continue to guide the
race through the heart, we will uncover
intelligence on a level that we can now
only imagine.

Tom Carney
July 2013

Starships are child's toys. Intelligence can
build planets, solar systems, galaxies. We

Meat bound Man,
Caught in this fleshy density,
Imprisoned behind these bones,
Peering through pulpy eyes,
Arrogantly proclaims,
“I Am.”
While still meat bound, man—
One level living, and that the least—
Cannot see the unfolding Plan.
But freed finally from form,
And finally, finely formed—
Exquisitely shaped,
With sinews of light
And eyes of fire—
He stands before the Open Heart.
A seven hued Ray streams from the sky.
I am That, he cries, and That am I.
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